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INTRODUCTION 
The actual motive to this work was given by the effort to describe monomorphisms 
in the category of all connected partially ordered sets with strong surjective homo-
morphisms. 
In contrast to many categories of other algebraic structures where monomorphisms 
are always identical with injective morphisms, in this category we can find a number 
of examples where this is not the case (for, see [3]). But the complete characterization 
of monomorphisms in this category was not known. 
The aim of this work is not only to solve this special problem but also to extend 
the obtained results to categories of more complicated algebraic structures of similar 
type as connected partially ordered semigroups, groups, rings", etc. 
To this purpose we consider a certain formal type of a category of algebraic systems 
(see Definition 1.2.) involving among others also the above mentioned categories. 
Theorem 2.3. gives a complete description of monomorphisms in the categories 
of that type. It is also proved that each category of this type is locally small 
(Theorem 2.6.). 
The 3rd chapter contains formulations of the main results for several special 
categories. 
In the end we would like to thank doc. RNDr. Milan Sekanina, CSc. We are 
obliged to him for many valuable suggestions. 
1. INTRODUCTORY DEFINITIONS AND REMARKS 
Notation and all used terms of the theory of categories are taken over from [1]. 
Similarly all closer undefined terms concerning the theory of algebraic systems are 
to be comprehended in the sense of [2]. 
We shall further agree on the following notation: 
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(1) If Q is a binary relation on a set A, then we denote as Q"1 the binary relation 
defined like this: Q~X(X, y) if and only if Q(y, x) (x, y e A). Here #(y, x) means that Q 
is a true relation for y and x. Instead of Q(y, x) we shall also write yQx. In other words, 
we make no difference between the relations and the predicates corresponding to 
them. The relation Q~X is called the inverse of Q. Instead of a0t2i
ai, a\Qiai^ —» 
...,an_xQnan we shall write shorter a0Q1a1Q2a2, ..., an„xQnan. 
(2) Let f be a mapping of A into B (A, B are sets). Then f " * (b) denotes the complete 
pre-image of b e B under the mapping f. 
(3) The symbol | A | stands for the cardinality of the set A. 
(4) <A, &lF,SlPy will denote an algebraic system with an underlying set A, an 
operator domain £lF = {F$
m) \i < k) and a nonempty predicate domain QP = 
= {QJ \j < / } , all relations of which are binary (/, j , k, I are ordinal numbers). The 
index nt associated with the symbol of the basic operation represents its arity. As far 
as a misunderstanding is excluded, we shall use also any of the symbols F1.
(n), Fin\ Ft 
or only F for the basic operations. Further on we shall deal only with algebraic 
systems of the above introduced signature (ordinals k, I and nt for each i < k are 
assumed fixed). Let E denote the class of all these algebraic systems. For operator 
and predicate domains we shall always use the same symbols O F and £lP, respectively 
without distinguishing between separate algebraic systems of E. That is why we 
shall write instead of <A, ilF , QP> only briefly A, whenever it-is clear from the context 
that A stands for an algebraic system. For each A e E we denote il = {QJ | j < 21 + 1 
where Ql+r = QJ,
1 for every f < I and Q21 = A} where A is the equality relation, 
i.e. for x, y e A A is a true relation if and only if x = y. 
(5) Let Jbe a term that has the signature of E and xx,..., xn, x[,..., xn, vl9..., vq 
object variables (n, q are natural numbers). If we write the term T in the form 
T(x{, Xj, vs), it means that some of the object variables are contained in Tand at the 
same time they are the only ones occurring there. Thus it can even happen that T has 
not any object variable at all. If ax,..., an, a\,..., an, ex,..., eq are some elements 
of A, then T(ai9 a'j9 es) is the value of the term T where each of the object variables 
Xi> x'j> vs occurring in T is replaced by respective element at, a'j9 es. 
(6) Let A be an algebraic system of E. We denote M^a^^,..., anQnan) a family 
of elements al9..., an, a\9..., an in A with the property ai£iai,..., anQnan where 
Ql9...,QneQ. 
Definition 1.1. An algebraic system A is called directed if to each nonempty 
finite subset M of A we can find a Q e il and an a0 e A with the 
property aQa0 for every aeM. 
Definition 1.2. Let us denote as UE(9l) the category defined in the following way: 
a) Objects of the category U-(2l) are exactly those algebraic systems A e E for 
which the following three conditions are true. 
I. The algebraic system A satisfies a prescribed collection 91 of axioms for ope-
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rations and relations. Each of these axioms must be heritable to subsystems and 
direct products of systems. 
II. The algebraic system A is connected, which means that for each pair a9 a' of 
elements in A is aQx ... Qna'. Here QX ... Qn is the composition of suitable relations 
Qi9...9Qne£l. 
III. Let us have given F{n) e£lF (n = 1), Qi9 ..., Qne£l and a finite set family 
j( = {M^afe^' / , ...9a
pQnan
p\pe{l9 ...,v}9 v natural number} quite arbitrary. 
Then there exist terms T0(xi9x'j9 vs)9 Flv*i, x'j9 vs), ...9Tr(xi9x]9 vs)9
x relations ai9 ..., 
ar e £1 and, if necessary, elements ei, ...9eqe A with the following properties: 
(1) T0 = F^(xt, ..., xn) and Tr = F
(n)(xi, ..., xn). 
(2) If A is not a directed system and ilF does not contain any 0-ary operation, 
then the object variables vi9 ..., vq do not occur in the terms T09 Ti9 ..., Tr. 
(3) For every p = 1, ..., t? is true 
F^af, . . . ,<) = 
= F0«5 <*/, es) a.T^af, a'?9 es) al9 ..., a^.T^^af, a)
p
9 es) arTr(af9 a)
p
9 es) = 
= F(w)(aiP, . . . ,<)• 
b) Morphisms in the category U-(9l) are exactly all strong1 surjective homo-
morphisms of algebraic systems. Condition III. must be omitted whenever ftF = 0 
or ilF contains only 0-ary operations. 
Let further U^(9l) denote the full subcategory of all finite systems in UE(9l). 
Lemma 1.1. If£lF contains at least one n-ary operation where n = 1, then condition 
HI. is true for each directed algebraic system in E. 
Proof. Let A be a directed algebraic system in E. Let us have an operation 




,p) \ p e 
e{\, ...,v}9 v natural number}. Since A is directed, we can find QE£19 exeA 
with the property F(n)(ap, -^9a
p) Qei9eiQ~
xF{n)(a'{9 ...,an
p) for every p = 1, ..., v. 
Then F(n)(xi9 ...,xn), vx and F
in)(x[9 ...,xn) are the terms, at = Q, a2 = Q~
l the 
relations and ei e A the element as required. 
Definition 1.3. Let A e _ and a09 ..., ane A (n is a nonnegative integer). The se-
quence a = (a09 ..., an) is called the path in A from a0 to a„ (we write a: a0 ~» an) 
if to everyf = 1, ..., n we can find a ̂  e £1 with a^^Qfl^. The number «is the length 
of the path a (we write L(a) = n). Each path in A with length 0 is said to be an 
empty path. If a = (a09 ..., an) is a path in A, then a""
1 = (an9 ..., a0) will be called 
the path inverse to a (the existence of a""1 is always guaranteed because aj^^flj 
for some J = 1, ..., n implies ajQj
1aJ„i). 
1 Notation for terms coincides with that in (5) on page 54. But here not only n but also q depends 
on the choice of F(rt), Qi,..., Qn and Jt. 
1 Let us note that these homomorphisms are strong even with respect to all relations of Q. 
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Definition 1.4. Let us have two paths a = (a0, ..., an) and p = (b0, ..., bm) with 
an = b0 in A e E. Then the path a£ = (a0,..., an, bt, ..., bm) is called a composition 
of paths a and p. Evidently L(ajS) = L(a) + L(p). 
Remark 1.1. If A e US(9I), then by condition II., to each pair a, a' e A there exists 
a path a: a -> a'. Let W(A) denote the set of all paths in A together with the partial 
operation of composition. When identifying all empty paths with the corresponding 
elements, so we can suppose that the underlying set A is a subset in W(A). Thus 
a morphism f: A -> B in Uz(?t) can be extended in a natural way to a mapping 
of W(A) into W(B). For the mapping obtained in this way we shall use the same 
symbol f as for the corresponding morphism. Therefore we can write f(a) = 
(f(a0), ..., f(an)) for each a = (a0, ..., an) e W(A). Also the equation L(f(a)) = L(a) 
is true. We can see, too that the composition of paths is respected by f: W(A) -> 
-> W(B), i.e. f(aj8) = f(a) f(p). Further it is evident that the equation (gf)(a) = 
= g(f(a)) is true whenever gf is defined in US(9I). 
Definition 1.5. Let Ae Us(9l). The paths a = (a0, ..., an) and p = (b0, ...,b„) 
in A of the same length are said to be parallel if to every j = 1, ..., n there exists 
a Qjeil with a^xQfij and bJ^iQjbj (we write a/IP). 
Definition 1.6. Let a = (a0, ..., an) and /? = (b0, ..., bm) be two paths in A where 
A e UZ(9I). If the path a can be written in the form a = a0(b0, bt) a1(b1, b2) . • • aOT_ t x 
x (bm_i, bm) am for m > 1 or in the form a = a0(b0) a0 in case P = (b0) is empty 
(a0, am, af 6 W(A) with i = 0, 1, ..., m — 1), then we say that P is a subpath of a 
(we write p _= a). If p _= a, then L(P) = L(a) holds true. 
Definition 1.7. Let f: A -> B be a morphism in the category UE(^t). The elements 
a, a' e A with a #= a' and f(a) = f(a') are called f-symmetric if the following two 
conditions are true. 
(i) To each pair of elements x,y e A where x stands in some relation Q e Q to y 
(it is sufficient to suppose Q eHP) there exist parallel paths cca and aa, starting from a 
and a', respectively and satisfying f(aa) = f(aa,), (x, y) _= aa, (x, y) _; afl, (paralielness 
is with xoy in aa and aa>). 
(ii) To each basic operation FeflF there exist parallel paths pa : -> F(a, ...,a) 
and pa, : a' -> F(a\ ...,a') with f(pa) = f^,)-
1 
Remark 1.2. As far as the objects of Uz(9t) are models (£lF = 0), then condition 
(ii) in the preceding definition is to be left out. 
Definition 1.8. The category U-(3l) or U^n(9t) is said to be of type (i) (or alter-
natively of type (ii)) if with an arbitrarily chosen object A e UE(9t) or A e U^SI) 
and a morphism f starting from A each elements a,a'eA, a 4= a', f(a) = f(a') 
satisfying condition (0 (or alternatively condition (ii)) are already f-symmetric. 
1 If Fis an 0-ary operation, then F(a,..., a) or F(a',..., a') denotes the element selected in A by F. 
In particular, F(a, . . . ,a) = F(a',..., a'). 
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Lemma 1.2. Let f: A -> B be a morphism in U-gW. If there are fia:a -* a0 and 
Pa> • a' -> a0 parallel paths with a =j= a' and f(pa) = f(Pa>)> then a, a' satisfy condition (/). 
Proof. Let x9 ye A be elements where xqy for some relation qeSi. Because 
of the connectedness of A, there exists a path p : a0 -> x. Hence it is clear that the 
paths <xa = pap(x9 y)9 ota, = pa>P(x9 y) are parallel and satisfy f(afl) = f(aa,), (x9 y) £ 
£ afl, (x9y) £ afl,. But this is the assertion. 
Corollary 1.1. If there is at least one 0-ary operation in 12F, then U2(9I) and Us
in(3l) 
are categories of type (//). 
2. MONOMORPHISMS IN THE CATEGORIES UE(9l) AND U£
n(2l) 
Theorem 2.1. Le/ f : A -> B be a morphism in Us(2l) (or in U^Sl)). Suppose that 
at least one of the following assumptions is true. (1) No pa/r of different elements in A 
satisfies condition (/). (2) The category Us(9l) (or U^OJl)) /s of type (/) and there 
do not exist fsymmetric elements in A. Then each two parallel paths a = (a09 ..., aH)9 
P = (b0, ..., b„) 6 W(A) w//h f(a) = f(P) coincide whenever at = bt for some index 
ie {0,1, . . . ,»}. 
Proof. In case n = 0 the statement of the theorem is trivial. Suppose n = 1 and 
let us have two different parallel paths a = (a09 ..., an)9 p = (b0, ..., bn) eW(A) 
such that f(a) = f(P) and at = bt for some index ie {0, 1, . . . ,«}. In particular, there 
exists a Le {0, 1, ... ,«}, j =}= / with ^ + b/. We can confine ourselves to the case 
j < i. Then the paths a0 = (aj9aj+l9 ...,af:, p0 = (bj9bJ+i9 ...,bf) are parallel 
and f(a0) = f(P0). Thus, by lemma 1.2., the elements aj and bj satisfy condition (/), 
which is in contradiction with either of the assumptions (1) and (2). 
Corollary 2.1. Supposing the same as in theorem 2.1. each two morphisms g, h :C -> 
-> A in Uz(5l) with fg = fh coincide whenever g(c) = h(c)for some ceC. 
Proof. Let fg = fh for some g, h : C -> A and let further c e C be that element for 
which g(c) = h(c). Take an arbitrary element xeC. Because of the connectedness 
of C, there exists a path y : c -• x. In consequence of this g(y) and h(y) are parallel 
paths in A starting from the same element g(c) = h(e). By fg = fh, we get f(g(y)) = 
= f(h(y)) and hence we conclude g(y) = h(y) using theorem 2.1. Thus in particular, 
g(x) = h(x). Because of the free choice of x9 we have got g = h. 
Theorem 2.2. Le* f : A -> B be a morphism in the category UE(9l). If A is a directed 
algebraic systemr then each two different elements a9d e A with f(a) = f(a') are 
fsymmetric. 
Proof. Let A be a directed algebraic system of Us(9l) and a, a' e A, a 4= a' 
elements satisfying f(a) = f(a'). We can find Q e i l and a0e A with aga09 a'ga0. The 
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paths (a, a0), (a', a0) are parallel and have the same image under f. By lemma 1.2., 
we conclude a, a' satisfy condition (/). If ilF =t= 0, then a, a' satisfy also condition (//). 
For, let Fe&lF be an arbitrary basic operation and a e ii, b0eA such that aQb0, 
b0Q~
1F(a, ...,a), afQb0, b0Q~
1F(a', ...,a'). Then, of course, the paths jSa = 
= (a, b0, F(a, ..., a)) and j?a, = (
a'> ô> F(a\ ••• > a')) are parallel and satisfy f(j8fl) = 
= «GU 
Theorem 2.3. Let f : A -> B be a morphism in the category UjJ[SH)(orin U ^ U ) ) . 
Then f is a monomorphism in US(9I) (or in Uj
n(9t)) (/* and only if there are not any 
f-symmetric elements in A. 
.Proof. (1) Suppose first that f is not a monomorphism in U2(9l) (or in U£
in(9l)). 
Then, of course, there exist morphisms g, h : C -+ A in U£(9I) (or in U^Sl)) so 
that g 4= h and fg = fh. In particular, we can choose a c e C with g(c) 4= h(c). Let us 
set g(c) = a, h(c) = a'. We are going to show that a, a'are f-symmetric. For, let 
x, ye Abe arbitrary elements such that xQy for some relation Q e ft. Since g, h are 
strong surjective homomorphisms, there exist xg, yg, xh,yheC satisfying xgQygi 
xh Q yh and g(xg) = h(xh) = x, g(yg) = h(yh) = y. According to connectedness of C, 
h(pi) 
ñ' (C, .-.,c) 
( X , , ! , , ) - * - ^ . ^ ^ ) 
we may choose paths a : c -> xg, /?: yg -• xh. Thus, by composition, we get a path 
8 = <x(xg, yg) P(xh,yh). For the same reason in case ftF 4= 0 a path y f: c --> Ft(c, ..., c) 
may be associated with every basic operation Fte£lF. It holds true g(d)Hh(S) and 
eventually also g(ydllh(yi) for every i < k. The paths g(8) and h(<5) are starting from 
a and a!, respectively, and besides (g(xg), g(yg)) = (x,y) c g(d), (h(xh), h(yh)) = 
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= (*, y) _= h(<5). Because of fg =- fh, we have also f(g(<5)) = f(h(<5)). Thus, in view of 
the free choice of x9 y with x Q y, the elements a9 a' satisfy condition (i). In case 
Or ¥= 0, in the same way we prove the truth of condition (ii) using the paths 
and 
g(r.) : a - i(Fffi. ..., c)) = Fť(g(c), .... g(c)) = Ffyt, .... a) 
11(7,) : a' - h(F,(c, ..., c)) = F,(h(c), ..., h(c)) = F.(_', ..., a'). 
Altogether we have showed that a, a' are f-symmetric elements. 
(2) Conversely, suppose there exist f-symmetric elements a, a' e A. Let us define 
a set C like this: C = {<x, x'} | x9 x' e A such that there exist parallel paths /?: a -» x, 
p' : a' -+ x' with f()3) = f(jS')}- It is C 4= 0 because for example <a, a'> e C. As far as A 
is a directed algebraic system or there is at least one 0-ary operation in ftF, then C 
contains even each pair <x, x> where x e A (to show that, see proof of lemma 1.2. 
and condition (ii) especially with respect to 0-ary basic operations). 
At this time we are going to show that C is a subsystem of A ® A (here the sign ® 
stands for the direct product of algebraic systems). If fltF = 0 there is nothing to 
prove. So let £lF be nonempty. To prove the statement, we must show that C is 
closed with respect to all basic operations of S1F. If <x0, x0> is an element in A® A 
appointed by a 0-ary operation of ilF , then <x0> *o> e C because even each pair 
<x, x> e C. Therefore we may confine ourselves only to basic operations with nonzero 
arity. Let Fe -_1F be such a one (arbitrary) operation and <xl9 xi>,..., <xB, x„} e C 
some elements (n is the arity of F). By definition of C, there exist paths j8J = 
= (&o> -,b3J:a-+ xj9 p'j = (b'0
J\ . . . ,*#):-*'-* x) for every j = 1, ..., n such that 
PjllP'j and f(pj) = f(p'j). We have supposed here that all the paths pj (and p'j) are 
of the same length. But it does not matter because if this was not the case, each path 
that is shorter than that one of maximal length can be prolonged by means of the 
relation A. Now let / e {1, ..., m} be an arbitrary but fixed index. Owing to PJHPJ for 
every j = 1, ..., n9 there exist relations Qi9 ..., Qn e £1 such that b\-LQib\9 ...9b^tx 
x Qnb
n




n. By condition III., we can find terms T0, Ti,..., Tr9 
relations <ri, ..., <7r e l i and, if necessary, also elements ei9 ...9eqeA such that 
F(b/_l5 -\bli)aiTi(bj_l9bj9es)a2, ...9arF(b]9 ...,b[) 
and 
F(p ;_ . , . . . , . ; - . )^TM'- i .W,e s )a 2 , ...,oW, ...,b?). 
As a result we obtain parallel paths 
xi:F(bll,...,b"i_1)^F(bl, ...,*,») 
and 
a;: F&iL!,.», 6,'_0 -* F(b'r, ..., b?). 
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Using the result from [2] (6.1., theorem 1) we can write for every p =_ 0, 1, ..., r 
KTM-iM> O) = Tp(f(bLt)9t(b')9 f(es)) = T^mt^wJ),^,)) = f(rP(b;i15 
b\j9 es)). But this means that f(a,) = f(a;). As the elements a, a' are 
f-symmetric, they satisfy condition (ii). Let pa:a -* F(a, ...,a) and Pa> : a' -> Fx 
x(a', ..., a') be some parallel paths with f(pa) = f(Pa). By composition, we obtain 
paths /? = Pa%x ... otm : a -* F(xi ... x„) and /?' = pa,xx ... <x'm: a' -+ Fx 
x(x'l5 ...,xn). These paths are parallel and satisfy f(P) = f(P')9 which means that 
<F(xi,..., xn\ F(x;,..., x„)> = F«x!, x;>,..., <x„, x,;» e c. 
Thus C is an algebraic system of E. Now it is necessary to show that C e Uz(2f). 
The truth of condition I. is obvious because the axioms of $1 are supposed to be 
heritable to direct products and subsystems. 
We now verify condition II. Let <x, x'>, <j, j/> e C be arbitrary. By definition 
of C, let ftx : a -» x, fix. : a' -> x', (jy : a -> j , j_y : a' -* j ' be those paths satisfying 
PxllPx*, « , ' and f(/J,) = f(px,), f(Py) = f(/.,,). Observe that also the paths /JJ
1, /J"1 
are parallel and f(^_1) = HP'.1). We set p = (b0, ..., bn) = p^py : x-> y and 
j8' = (&{,, ...,6;) = P^Pyix'-^y. Clearly jff///?' and f(p) = f(£') as well. It is 
easy to see that <bi5b;>eC (i = 0, 1, ..., n) and that <6._i,£|_i> £r<bi,b/> for 
every i = 1, ..., « (g, e 1_). But this says that «b0 , bo>, ..., <bn, b„» is a path in C 
from <x, x'> to (y, y'y. In case QF 4= 0 it remains to check condition III. for C. 
For, we arbitrarily choose an n-ary operation Fe£lF (n ^ 1), relations Qt, ..., 




p,b'py, ...,<*;;, ij>x 
x Qn(a'n
p, b'n
py). In particular, for every p e {1, ..., v} we have in A M£fl(flfgi-J_p> 
..., apQna'n
p), M^fe(bf^ib'/, ..., bpQnbn
p). All these sets create a family with 2v elements. 
Thus, by condition III. for A, there exist terms T0, Tx, ..., Tr, relations ax, ...,are£l 
and, if necessary, also elements et, ..., eq e A with the corresponding properties (1), 
(2), (3). In particular owing to (3), it holds true for every p = 1, ..., v 
F(ap, . . . ,<) axTt(al a'f, es) a2, ..., a^.T^^af, a'f, es) arF(a'f, ...,a'n
p) 
F(bp, ...,b0 axTx(b
p, b'f, es) a2, ..., crr_iFr_i(bf, b'f, es) arF(b'
p, ...,b'n
p). 
Instead of this we can write 
{F(a\, - , <)> F(bp, - , bpn)> ax{Tx(a?, a'f, es), Tx(bf, b'f, es)> a2, ..., 
.... ffr_1<rr_1(cf, a'f, O , Tr_x(bf, b'f, es)> ar{F(a'f, ...,a'f), F(b'f, ...,b'n-)>. 
Hence, by definition of operations on A x A, we easily get 
F({a\, b\>, ...,{ap, _*» axTx({a
P, _f>, {a'f, b'f>, {es, es» a2, ... 
..., ar.xTr.x({af, b\>, {a'f, b'f>, {es, es» arF({a'f, b'f>, ..., {a'f, b'f». 
But this is already property (3) for C. Besides (1) the terms T0,...,Tx,Tr have also the 
property (2). But this is clear if we consider that A directed implies C directed (indeed, 
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A directed implies A x A directed and hence C is also directed in view of <x, x> 
being in C for each x e A). The elements <es, es> are considered only when at least 
one object variable of type vs is in T0, Tx, ..., Tr. According to (2) this may be the 
case exactly when A (and hence C) is directed or ilF contains at least one 0-ary ope-
ration. In both cases <es,es>eC, which means that the terms T0, Tt, ..., Tr are 
really operating on C. So condition III. is also true and we get C e U£(9l). As far 
as A e U£n(9I), then A x A and C are finite, which means that also C e Ugn(9f). 
Now we define mappings g, h : C -» A as projections, i.e. g«x, x'» = x, 
h«x, x'» = x' for each <x, x'> e C. Since g«a, a'» = a ?-= a' = h«a, a')), we 
have g 4= h. It is also fg = fh because i(x) = f(x') for each <x, x'> e C (cf. definition 
of C). Clearly g, h are homomorphisms of algebraic systems. In order to show that 
g, h are morphisms in US(9I), we must prove that they are strong (then, by connected-
ness of A, they are also surjective). For, let x, y e A be arbitrary elements with x Q y 
for some Qe£LP. Using property (/) of f-symmetric elements a, a' we can choose 
parallel paths oca, oca. starting from a, a', respectively and satisfying f(aa) = f(aa), 
(x,y) £ afl, (x,y) c aa,. Thus ,we may write oca, oca, in the form oca = pa(x,y) yt, 
<V = Pa(x\ y') J 2 where f(pa) = f(Pa>), PJlPa' and x' Qy'. Then, of course, <x, x'>, 
<y> y'> e C, <x, x'> Q(y, y'} and g«x, x'» = x, g« j , / » = y, which means that g 
is strong. In order to show the same for h, we proceed in an analogous way. 
Altogether we have proved that f is not a monomorphism. 
Corollary 2.2. A morphism of U^SI) is a monomorphism in this category if and 
only if it is a monomorphism in Us($f). 
Corollary 2.3. Let US(9I) (or U£
n(2l)) be a category of type (i) and f: A -» B 
a monomorphism in U2(2I) (or U^OH)). Then each two parallel paths oc = (a0, ..., an), 
P = (b0, ••., bn) e W(A) with f(oc) = f(p) coincide whenever a% — bt for some index 
/e{0, 1, ...,n). 
Proof. The statement is a consequence of theorems 2.1. and 2.3. 
Theorem 2.4. Let Abe a directed algebraic system and f : A -> B a monomorphism 
in the category Us(9l) (or in U^
11^)). Then f is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By theorems 2.2. and 2.3., f is injective. But that means already that f is 
an isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that all algebraic systems in US(2I) (or in U^CSl)) are 
directed. Then monomorphisms in UE(^l) (or in U^ty)) are exactly all isomorphisms 
(in other words, besides isomorphisms there do not exist any other monomorphisms in 
Us(9l) orU^(V)). 
Remark 2.1. Consider that the main features of the method used in the proof of the 
theorem 2.3. could be applied also to categories where one (or some) of the conditions 
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mentioned in the definition of Us(9l) is (are) omitted or weakened. For example, we 
need not require the connectedness, or as morphisms we can take only the surjective 
homomorphisms not strong. Up to now we have supposed £lP ^ 0. But in case 
ftp _ 0 we could proceed in a quite analogous way. Each object of U2(9I) would be 
an algebra satisfying only condition I. (conditions II. and III. are in this case ground-
less). As morphisms we would consider homomorphisms or surjective homomor-
phisms of algebras. Using the method of the proof in the theorem 2.3. it is easy to see 
that the jnonomorphisms in this category are exactly all injective morphisms. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f : A ~* B be a morphism in the category U^^ t ) and a : a -> b, 
a' : a' -* b' two parallel paths in A with f(a) = f(a'). Then there exist parallel paths 
fi:a-+b9 P':a'->b' such that p _ a, P' _ a\ f(P) = f(P') and L(p) = L(p') _ 
_I|rW-i. 
beB 
Proof. When excluding the trivial case A = {a}, B = {b}, we can assume that 
£ | f~\b) |2 - 1 is a natural number. If L(a) = L(a') _ ~~ | f"Hb) |2 - 1, there is 
beB beB 
nothing to prove. So let L(a)=L(a') > £ | f - 1 (b ) | 2 - 1. We denote a = (a09 ...9an)9 
beB 
a' = (a'09 ..., a'n) and set f(af) = f(a)) = bt for every i = 0, 1, ..., /i. By hypothesis, 
n + 1 > Z I f~*(b) |2. Then we can find an element beB such that b = bh = ... = 
beB 
= bir where 0 _ ix < i2 < ... < ir _ n and r > \ f "^(b) |
2. This means that aij9 
a'h ef~Hb) and thus [aij9 a'h] e f
 _1(b) xf _1(b) for every j = 1, ..., r (here the sign x 
stands for a cartesian product of sets). Because of r > | f -1(b) xf _1(b) |, there exist 
indices p, q e {ix, ..., ir}9 p < q with [ap9 a'p] = [aq9 a'q\ i.e. ap = aq and a'p = a'q. 
Therefore we can write a = PxPoP2,
 a ' = P1P0P2 where Px = (a09 ..., ap)9 po = 
= (aP> •••> aq)9 p2 = (aq9 ..., an) and p\ = (a'09 ..., ap)9 p'0 = (a'p9 ..., a'q)9 p'2 = 
= K - ••»<). W e c a n s e t a i ~ 0-A> a ! = P\Pf2-Jt i s e a s y t o s e e t h a t a i : # -* fe> 
ai: a' -» b\ a t _ a, ai _ a', a j /a j , f(a^ = f(ai) and at the same time nx = L(at) = 
= L(a'.) = L(Pt) + L(p2) = p + H - q = w - (q - p) < «. As far as nx _ 
= X I *"*(*) |2 — -> -* suffices to set p = al9 P' = a\. In the opposite case we 
b e B 
revise the whole construction replacing a, a' by ax, a't, etc. After a finite number of 
steps we obtain the required paths. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f. A -> B be a morphism in the category U£S°(9I). The elements 
a, a' G A with a ik a' and f(a) = f(a') are f symmetric if and only if the following two 
conditions are true. 
(i') To each pair of elements x9ye A where x stands in some relation qeSltoy there 
exist paths a, a\ a, a' (a, a starting from a and a\ a' starting from a') such that a//a\ 
a//a\ f(a) = f(a'), f(a) = f(a'), (x9 y) _ a, (x, y) _ a' and a* fhe same time the length 




(ii')1 To each basic operation FeilF there exist parallel paths fla: a ~» F(a, ..., a), 
fia>: a' -> F(a\ ...,«') with i(Pa) = f(ft-0 such that their length is not greater than 
I|f-W-i. 
beB 
Proof. (1) Let a, a' e A, a =t a', 1(a) = i(a') be elements satisfying conditions (i') 
and (ii'). If x, y e A are arbitrary elements with xQy for some Q e 12 and a, a', a, a' 
paths with the properties mentioned in (i'), then paths aa = aa""
1^, aa> = a 'a '^a ' 
are parallel and satisfy f(aa) = f(aa,), (x, y) £ afl, (x,y) .= aâ . Thus, elements a, a' 
satisfy condition (/). The second condition is an immediate consequence of (//'). 
Altogether we have showed that a, a! are f-symmetric. 
(2) Conversely, let a, a' be f-symmetric elements. Choose x, y e A with XQy for 
some Q e O quite arbitrarily. In particular, by condition (/), we can find paths a = 
= Ya(x, y)'a-> y, a' = ya.(x\ y'): a' -> / , a = ya(x, y) : a -> y, a' = yfl,(x, j>) : a' -* 
-+ y that have the properties required in (/') (a, a are suitable subpaths in aa and so 
are 5, 5' in aa,). By lemma 2.1., we can assume L(ya), L(ya) S X I *"*(£) |
2 — 1-
beB 
Hence L(a), L(a) g £ | f ~i(b) |2. Because of equations L(a) = L(a'), L(a) = L(a') 
beB 
the same holds true also for L(a') and L(a'). Thus, condition (/') is true. The truth 
of (//') follows immediately from (ii) and lemma 2.1. 
Remark 2.2. If there is given a morphism f: A -> B in U^OH), then going over all 
paths in A that are not longer1 than £ | f "H^) |2 (there is only a finite number of 
beB 
them), we can decide by means of the preceding theorem whether there are any 
f-symmetric elements in A or not. In this way, and considering theorem 2.3., it is 
possible to decide after a finite number of steps whether f is a monomorphism or not. 
Remark 2.3. Let B e UE(9l). A pair (A, f) where f: A -> B is a monomorphism 
is called asubobject of the object B. Let us denote by S(B) the class of all subobjects 
of B. We now define an equivalence relation ~ on S(B) like this: Subobjects (A, f), 
(A', f')eS(B) are said to be equivalent (we write) (A, f) - (A', f')) if there 
exist morphisms g: A -» A', g': A' -> A such that f = f'g and fg' = f (obviously 
g, g' are also monomorphisms). Let S(B)/~ denote the quotient class of S(B) by ~ . 
We further denote by [(A, f)] the equivalence class of S(B)/ ~ containing a subob-
ject (A, f) eS(B). For each pair of objects A, BeUs(9t) we shall set J^(A, B) = 
= {[A, f)] | f: A-* B is monomorphism}. Now we are going to show that the cate-
gory Us(9l) is locally small, which means that S(B)/~ is a set for each object 
BeU£(3l). 
At first we prove the following lemma. 
1 Condition (ii') is considered only when Qp =•£ 0 (cf. remark 1.2.). 
1 According to the relation A e CI we can confine ourselves only to the investigation of paths 
with the length exactly equal to 2 | f - 1(b) |2 . 
beB 
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Lemma 2.2. Let B e U2(2l) be an arbitrary object. IfAx, A2 6 UE($t) are isomorphic 
objects, then ^(Ax, B) = #"(A2, B). 
Proof. Let i: Ax -» A2 be an isomorphism. Assume at first 3F(Al9 B) ^ 0 and 
choose [(Al5 f)] e^(Al9 B) quite arbitrarily. Then, of course (A1? f) ~ (A2, fi"
1), 
which means that«^(A2, B) is also nonempty and [(A t, f)] = [(A2, fi" *)] eJ
sr(A2, B). 
Thus we have got &(Al9 B) -=^(A 2 , B). In case ^(Al9 B) = 0 this inclusion is 
trivial. By exchange of roles of Ax and A2 we get also J^(A2, B) £ & ( A l 9 B) and 
finally &(AX, B) = #-(A2, B). 
Remark 2.4. Under the hypothesis @r(A1, B) # 0, #YA2, B) ^ 0 also the converse 
of the preceding lemma is true. To prove that, it suffices to realize that (At, fx) ~ 
~ (A2, f2) necessitates an isomorphism between Ax and A2 . 
Theorem 2.6. The category UL(3l) is locally small. 
Proof. For the purpose of this proof we introduce the following notation. For 
eachAeU s(9I)wesetW(A) = {[OC9(Q19 ...9Q„)]\<* = (a09 ...,aw) e W(A),a0r;1a1, ..., 
..., an^xQnan with Q1 , ..., Qn e O}. We further denote by Z(A) the set of all mappings 
of the set of all ordinals that are strictly less than k + 1 into the set W(A) (we recall 
that k is the ordinal number of the well-ordered set &lF). With each morphism f: 
A -> B in Us(9l) we associate a mapping f: W(A) -+ W(B) defined in this way: 
f([a, (Q±, ..., <?„)]) = [f(a), (0!, ..., Qn)] for each [a, (QX , ..., Qn)] e W(A). We further 
denote by the same symbol f a mapping of Z(A) into Z(B) where for z e Z(A) is 
f(z) (i) = f(z(0) with each i < k + 1. 
Now we shall begin the actual proof. Let f: A -» B be a monomorphism in the 
category UE(9l) and a0 e A an arbitrary but fixed element. By connectedness of A, 
we can associate with each a e A a mapping za e Z(A) such that for every / < k is 
za(i) = l>i> (Q\> •••, Qn)] with af: a0 -> Ft(a9 ..., a) and za(k) = [a, ( ^ , ..., Qn)] with 
a: a -» a0. Suppose the mappings za are chosen fixedly for all ae A. We denote 
f *: A -» Z(B) a mapping defined as follows: foi a e A is f *(a) = f(za). We are going 
to show that f * is injective. For, suppose a9 a' e A are elements with f *(a) = f *(a'). 
Thus f(za) = f (za), which means f\za(i)) = f(za) (i) = f(za) (i) = f ( v ( 0 ) for every 
ordinal i < k + 1. When denoting za(i) = [<x|, (#'/, ..., Q„\)] for every i < k and 
-V(k) = [«', (e i , - v , Qn>)]> we can write f(af) = f(aj) (hence nt = n)), e\ = Q'1, •••, 
•••, ei, = Qn\ f o r eve rY ' < k a n d f(°0 = *(«') (hence n = n'), g t = Q19 ..., Ort = #;. 
It results from the preceding that af//a) for every i < k and a//a'. Hence we conclude 
a = a'. For, let us suppose a ^ a'9 then a: a -> a0, a': a' -> a0 satisfy suppositions 
ot lemma 1.2. and therefore a9 a' satisfy condition (/). But condition (ii) is also true 
because for every i < k aaf: a -> Ff(a, ..., a), a'a-: a' -» F^a', ..., a') are parallel paths 
with f(aaf) = f(a'a-). Altogether a9 a' are f-symmetric. By theorem 2.3., this con-
tradicts the hypothesis that f is a monomorphism. 
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Since f is injective, we have in particular | A | = | Z(B) |. So, this unequality holds 
true whenever (A, f) is a subobject of B. 
If there is a given B e Us(^l), then, with respect to lemma 2.2., we need not 
distinguish between subobjects (Ab fj), (A2, f2)eS(B) as far as Ax is isomorphic 
to A2. Thus, we can confine ourselves only to suitable pairwise nonisomorphic 
undei lying sets with cardinality less or equal to | Z(B) |. If we consider at the same 
time that there is only a set of all algebraic systems of UL(9l) with the same underlying 
set, we see easily that also S(B)/~ must be a set. Since B was an arbitrary object, 
we can state that the category Us(9l) is locally small. 
3. MONOMORPHISMS IN SOME SPECIAL CATEGORIES UE(<tt) 
In this chapter we shall use the following notation: 
0 ( _ ) ... the category of all connected partially ordered sets, 
--( A , v, g) ... the category of all lattices (here x A y and x v y stand for infimum and 
supremum of x, y, respectively), 
SG(+, _) ... the category of all connected partially ordered semigroups 
(grupoids1), 
G(+, S) .. the category of all connected partially ordered groups, 
R(+, -, =) . the category of all connected partially ordered rings. 
Morphisms in all above mentioned categories are strong surjective hoino-
morphisms. We recall that for a 1 , a 2 eA, ax ^ a2 where AeSG(+, g ) or Ae 
e G( + ,., = ) is ax + b ^ a2 + b and b + ax ^ b + a2 for each b e A. Moreover, 
in case A e R(+,., g ) it holds also true ax .b S a2 ,b and b . ax ^ b . a2 for each 
b = 0 of A (here 0 is the zero element of the ring A). We are going to show that each 
of these categories is a category Us(9l) (with appropriate choice of £ and (91)). For. 
0(<^) is this statement evident because objects of O(^) satisfy conditions Land II. 
Since in this case £lF = 0, we do not consider condition III. For the objects of the 
remaining categories L(A, V, = ) , SG(+, ^ ) , G(+, g ) and R(+,., ;=) we must 
verify the only nontrivial condition, namely exactly condition III. 
Theorem 3.1. Objects of the category SG(+, S) satisfy condition III. 
Proof. Let AeSG( + , <;) and ax, a2, a[9 a2 e A. The statement followis easily 
from the following implications: 
If at £ a\ and a2 S a2 - then ax + a2 <; ax + a2 «£ a'x + a2. 
If ax ^ a\ and a2 = a2, then ax + a2 ^ a\ + a2 = a\ + a2. 
If ax = a[ and a2 ^ a2, then ax + a2 = ai + a2 ^ ai + a2. -
1 See that all proved for SG (+, ^) in this chapter holds true also for the category of al connected 
partially ordered grupoids because associativity of addition does not play any role in the following 
considerations. . 
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Lemma 3.1. Each connected partially ordered group is directed. 
Proof. Let A be a connected partially ordered group. We show that there exists 
an upper bound for each pair of elements in A. Then, by induction on n, each subset 
in A with a finite number of n elements has an upper bound. 
So, let ax, a2 e A be two arbitrary elements. Since A is connected, we may suppose 
that there exist elements bx,b\, ...,bm,bme A (m is a natural number) such that 
bm = a2 and ax ~ bx = b\ _i b2 § ... g bm = a2 (for, consider also the reflexivity 
and transitivity of the relation = ) . We prove the statement by induction on m. If 
m = 1, then bx is the required upper bound for ax, a2. Assume now m > 1 and the 
truth of the statement in case m — 1. In particular, we can find a cm_t e A with 
cm-i = ai a n ( i cm-i = ^m-i* At ^ e same time we have also bm = bm-i- Adding 
element bm — b'm„x from the left to the unequality cm_x = b'm_x we obtain bm — 
— 6w_i + cm_x = bm. Similarly adding —bm-i + cm_x from the right to the 
unequality bm ^ b'm.x wegetbm - b'm_x + cm.x = cm_ t. Ifweseta = bm - bm_i + 
+ cm-i> w e maY write ax S
 cm-i S a> a ^ bm = a2, which means that a is the 
searched upper bound. 
Corollary 3.1. Each connected partially ordered ring is directed. 
Theorem 3.2. Objects of each of the categories L( A , v, _ ) , G( + , =), R( + , ., —) 
satisfy condition HI. 
Proof. The statement follows from lemma 1.1. 
Thus, using theorem 2.3., we can formulate criteria for monomorphisms in the 
categories 0 ( = ) , L(A, v , :g), SG(+, =), G(+, g), R(+,., =). 
Theorem 3.3. A morphism f: A -• B in the category 0(<^) is a monomorphism if and 
only if there do not exist elements a, a' e A, a 7- a', f(a) = f(a') with this property: 
To each pair of comparable elements x, y e A there exist parallel paths aa and cca> 
starting from a and a', respectively and satisfying f(oca) = f (aa), (x, y) _= <xa, (x, y) _= 
<-- a„,. 
— - <r • 
Example of a monomorphism in O(^) that is not injective (see [3]) 
Let us define connected partially ordered sets A, B like this: A = {ax, a2, a3, a4} 
where a( # aj for 1 &j and ax = a2, a3 fg a2, a3 ^ a 4 , B = {bl9 b2, b3} where 
bt / bj for i # j and bx ^ b2, b3 = bl9 b3 ^ b2. We define f: A -• B in this way 
f(ax) = f(a4) = bt, t(ad = A, for * = 2, 3. 
By theorem 3.3., f is clearly a monomorphism in O(^ ) that is not injective. 
Theorem 3.4. A morphism f: A -• B in the category SG(+, ;g) is a monomorphism 
if and only if there do not exist elements a, a' e A, a 7- a', f(a) = f(a') with the following 
properties: 
(1) To each pair of comparable elements x, ye A there exist parallel paths <xc and 
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a'a. starting from a and a\ respectively and satisfying t(<xa) = f(afl,), (x,y) s aa> 
(x,y) s cxa,. 
(2) There exist parallel paths fiM: a-+a + <a, fa a' -> a' + a
f with f(fia) = f(j8fl<). 
S: 
9 « 4 
/ • • 
Remark 3.1. Also in SG( +, S) we can find monomorphisms that are not injective. 
For, see A, B and f from the preceding example with addition defined as follows 
a{ + Oj = « t for each a{, aj e A and bt + b; = 6t for each bi9 bj e B. 
Theorem 3.5. Monomorphisms in the categories L (A, v , :g), G( + , ^ ) and 
K( + > •> ̂ ) <W£ exactly all isomorphisms (in other words, besides isomorphisms there 
do not exist any other monomorphisms in these categories). 
Proof. For, see corollary 2.4. 
We denote now by 0 ( < ) a subcategory of O(g) defined like this 
(1) Objects of 0 ( < ) are exactly all objects of 0(<£), 
(2) A morphism f: A -> B in O(^ ) is also a morphism in 0 ( < ) exactly when 
i(a) # f(a') whenever a, a' € A, a ^ a' and a ^ af. 
We may identify 0 ( < ) with (more exactly: 0 ( < ) is isomorphic to) the category 
of all connected "strictly ordered" sets where "strict ordering" (we use for this 
relation the sign <) is an areflexive {< n A -= 0), asymmetric (x < y implies y <fc x) 
and transitive relation; morphisms are again all strong surjective homomorphisms* 
This identification is carried out by the following correspondence between the 
partial and "strict" ordering: a < a* exactly when a ^ a' and a 4- a1. 
We shall now be looking for the relationship between the monomorphisms in 
0 ( ^ ) a n d O ( < ) . 
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Lemma 3.2. Let f: A -* B be a morphhm in 0(<). Elements a, ar e A, a # a', 
((a) = f(a') are f symmetric in 0 ( < ) if and only if they are f symmetric in 0(:gX 
Proof. One implication is evident. So, let a, a' € A be f-symmetric elements in 
O(^) . We want to show that they are f-symmetric also in 0 ( < ) . But this is an easy 
consequence of the following consideration. If a = (a0, ..., an), a' = (a0, ..., a'n) are 
two parallel paths in A e O(^) with f(a) = f(a'), then they are parallel also as paths 
in A 6 0 ( < ) . Indeed, if this were not true, then we could find an index / e {1, ...,«} 
so that ai.l,ai would be "strictly" comparable and aj_ t = a\ or conversely af _ x —* ^ 
and a!-!, a\ "strictly" comparable. But this is not possible because two different 
comparable elements would have the same image under f, which is in contradiction 
with the definition of morphisms in 0 ( < ) . 
The preceding lemma and theorem 2.3. say that a morphism in 0 ( < ) is a mono-
morphism in 0 ( < ) if and only if it is a monomorphism in O(g). 
We can state more, namely that monomorphisms of 0 ( < ) exhaust all mono-
morphisms in O(^) in this way because each monomorphism f: A -» B in O(^ ) 
is already a morphism in 0 ( < ) . Indeed, if this is not true, we can find elements a, 
a' G A, a ^ a', a <Z a' (hence a < a') with f (a) = i(a'). But then the paths a = (a, a') 
and a' = (a', a') are parallel in O(^) and satisfy f(a) = f(a'), which means, by 
lemma 1.2., that a, a' are f-symmetric in O(^) . This contradicts the hypothesis that f 
is a monomorphism in O(^) . 
Thus we have proved: 
Theorem 3.6. Each monomorphism in 0 ( < ) is also a monomorphism in 0(<^) and 
conversely. 
In the end, using theorem 2.6., we can state: 
Theorem 3.7. The categories O(^) , 0 ( < ) , L (A, V , ^ ) , SG(+, ^ ) , G(+, g ) 
and R(+,., S) we locally small. 
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